
Comet 2023 Association Championship - Bowmoor SC 

23/24 September 
 

Our first event at Bowmoor was a really successful and highly competitive Association 

Championship. Many thanks are due to the organiser Jacky Stagg, Bowmoor’s Comet Fleet 

Captain. We shared the venue with the Byte Inland Championship. This helped make things busy 

on the water and really sociable off the water. There were 25 Comet entrants. 

 

Day 1 
 

Race Office Matt Banbrook was planning 4 races on day 1, in case the forecast strong winds 

proved too high to race on day 2. There was a fairly steady moderate wind in races 1 and 2, but the 

wind died down in race 3 and became very shifty and patchy. Racing for the day was therefore 

called off after race 3. 

 

Andy Dale (Eyott SC) and Ben Palmer (Baltic Wharf SC) headed the fleet for most of race 1. 

However, the wind shifted and dropped towards the end of the last beat, and Eddie Pope (Ogston 

SC) overtook them both. Eddie stayed in front, followed home by Ben then Andy. Tobias Hancox 

(Eyott SC) was sailing well and came 4th. 

In Race 2 the first 4 from race 1 all featured strongly again, but Alan Bennett (Staunton Harold 

SC) sailed a brilliant race to win in the end. Eddie was 2nd, followed by Tobias, Ben and Andy. 

 

The lighter winds for race 3 saw some new faces at the front of the fleet. Dave Peacock (Severn 

SC) had a battle with Eddie, but stayed in front of Eddie towards the end. Andy came 3rd, 

followed by Jacky Stagg (Bowmoor SC). 

 

The overall positions after day 1 saw Eddie leading, with Andy and Ben tied in 2nd and Tobias in 

4th. It would be all to play for if the wind allowed sailing on day 2. No discards applied until at 

least 4 races were held. 
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The weather stayed dry for the evening, so the club’s BBQ was in operation for bring-your-own 

food. 

 

Day 2 
The strong winds on day 2 were not too strong to stop racing. The conditions did deter some helms 

and meant a reduced turnout, but despite a few capsizes most of the fleet coped well. Due to 

planned club racing the fleets needed to be off the water by midday, so there was an early start to 

fit in 2 races. 

 

Race 4 was won by Andy, who was relishing the wind. So was Ben who finished 2nd and Chris 

Robinson (Burghfield SC) who was 3rd. Eddie struggled to finish 4th. 

 

Going into the final race there were 3 potential winners of the Championship - Eddie, Andy and 
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Ben. Andy prevailed again in race 5, looking very comfortable in the conditions. Ben had to settle 

for 2nd, with Tobias 3rd and Eddie 4th. 

 

Results in the final race meant that Andy became the Association Champion, a very worthy and 

popular outcome, He was 1 point ahead of Eddie, who in turn was 1 point ahead of  Ben. A few 

points behind was Tobias in 4th. Particularly interesting is the fact that only Eddie within the 

leading 4 was using the White Xtra rig, which demonstrates that in the right hands a Standard rig 

is highly competitive. 

 

Chris won the Veteran’s prize in 5th and Alan the Ancient Mariner’s prize in 6th. Jacky put in a 

very good performance to become the Ladies’ Champion and 7th overall. 

 

Eddie Pope 
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Prize Winners 
 

Association Champion - Andy Dale 
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1st Veteran - Chris Robinson 
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1st Ancient Mariner– Alan Bennett 
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1st Lady – Jacky Stagg 
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